Automated Pipe Cleaning Unit
Automated system for the
cleaning of inner and outer
diameters of pipe in a single unit,
removing products such as
cement, drill mud and
hydrocarbon products including
NORM/LSA with high pressure
water jets.

Features
Fully automated loading system
Cleans ID and OD of pipe in one operation,
incorporating the Stoneage ID and OD cleaning
systems
Various configurations available for cleaning of up
to 4 lengths simultaneously
Air conditioned control room with intuitive controls
for hands-free operation, away from risk of
contamination

Benefits
Automated operation delivers consistent and
repeatable results
Less risk of human exposure to hazardous
materials such as NORM
Independently adjustable stroke & rotation of
ID/OD cleaner suits any type of deposit
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Automated Pipe Cleaning Unit
Stoneage Inside Diameter Pipe Cleaner
The ID pipe cleaner can run pressures up to 40k
psi and has adjustable rotation and stroke controls
to optimize blast settings for any deposit.
Rigid rotating lance allows all power or flow to
be concentrated for cleaning
Heavy-duty carriage assembly adapts to large
diameter lances
Compatible with the Stoneage range of rotary
nozzles for optimal cleaning

Stoneage Outside Diameter Pipe Cleaner
The stroke length of the OD pipe cleaner can be
adjusted to suit the pipe lengths being cleaned for
efficient cleaning with no wasted time.
Several head options available for delivering more
concentrated power or covering a wider cleaning
path
Rotation and traverse speed are independently
adjustable to customize dwell time
Can be adapted to a variety of pressures and flows
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Jetstream high
pressure waterjetting
pump system performances available
up to 40,000psi.
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